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As usual, this is just my opinion, based on internet research anyone can do.

I have previously stated in passing that the Black Panthers were another theater group created by the FBI or CIA, and here I will show you how I know that. To start with, we have seen that all Communist/Marxist/Socialist groups were manufactured back to the beginning, to the 1830s and before. See my papers on Marx, Engels, Eugene Debs, John Reed, etc. We have seen that everything else in the 1960s was a hoax, including the Kennedy assassinations, the Manson murders, the Bay of Pigs, the MLK assassination, and so on. So strictly playing the odds, we should go into any study of the Black Panthers assuming they are fake. And, indeed, any close study of the stories yields the usual contradictions, holes, anomalies, and absurdities.

I will show you the exact method I used to enter the current rabbit hole, since I think it helps if you travel the same road I did, seeing the same things in the same order. We will start with Richard Aoki, one of the founding Panthers, invited to join by Huey Newton himself. He is the Japanese Black Panther, who was partially outed by Seth Rosenfeld and NPR in 2012 as an FBI informant and provider of weapons. His name appears prominently on documents partially declassified by the FBI around that time. However, we will see that Aoki is being whitewashed by those appearing to out him.
Aoki looks like a fearsome gang member, eh? Well, no, but he does remind us of Ken Jeong, Mr. Chow in *The Hangover*.

Before we learn more about Aoki, let me pause on that name. I have seen that surname before. The greatest Japanese golfer of the past couple of generations was Isao Aoki. Since golf is a game of the wealthy, this is not a coincidence. The Aokis are prominent in the highest levels of Japanese society—see for example Kazuo Aoki, Minister of Finance and Minister of Greater East Asia during WWII. We have also seen many links of the PGA tour to the highest levels of the peerage, as well as to Intelligence. See my paper on Tiger Woods and Payne Stewart, for example. As I have dug through
the pages of the peerage over the past decade, I have noticed again and again familiar names from the

Instantcheckmate has never heard of this Richard Aoki of Berkeley, which is strange since it is
connected to the biggest government computers. Intelius, out of Israel, has a listing for him, but it
allegedly knows of no relatives or places of employment for this 80-year-old famous person. Pretty
strange, indicating to me it is a fake name. No genealogy is available for him. Wiki doesn't even list
parents. He is supposed to have been brought up in a poor black neighborhood in Oakland, being a
member of a gang. And yet he somehow was also valedictorian at Berkeley High School. . . which is
not in a poor black neighborhood in Oakland. That is more what he looks like, right, a nerdy
valedictorian from a wealthy Asian family. My guess is he was also in the drama club. And glee club.
He was recruited by the FBI while still in highschool and then went into the army for eight years.
When he came out in 1964, he was inserted directly into Merritt College with Huey Newton and Bobby
Seale. Seale also came out of the military, having been in the Air Force back to 1955. We are told he
was discharged in 1958, but since he then worked at “various aerospace plants”, that is unlikely.

Bobby Seale also went to Berkeley High School. Pretty good for another guy supposed to have been
raised in poverty. Which reminds us how strange it is for the Black Panthers to come out of Berkeley
High School. You would have expected a militant black organization to have come out of one of the
big cities in the South or Northeast, with big repressed black populations. Like New York, Detroit,
Pittsburgh, New Orleans, Philadelphia, Birmingham, or Chicago. Yes, Berkeley had almost 20%
blacks in 1960, but the black population of Berkeley was better off than almost any other group of
22,000 blacks in the country. So it is highly suspicious to find the Panthers arising in such a place.

Seale's father George apparently married his first cousin, since according to Ancestry, both his wife and
mother were Traylors. More research find the mother was Dora Lindsey Traylor, possibly linking us
through the name Lindsey to both Martin Luther King and Rosa Parks. These Traylors have strong
links to Alabama and Mississippi, confirming that guess. We begin to see why Seale's ancestry is so
well scrubbed. The name Lindsey also links us to the Morgan and Lindsey dimestores which used to
dot the small towns of Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama. The Traylors are also
related to the Morgans, confirming this link. So this was a source of wealth for these families. Another
was the big sawmills in Jasper, which preyed on the southern parts of the Piney Woods. Switching to
Wikitree allows us to discover that the Traylors are closely related to the Fullers, Phelps, Powells,
Cunninghams, Reeds, Fords, Phipps, Bowers, Dunaways, Clarkes, Rogers, Riccis, Copelands,
Chaneys, Chevaliers, Coffeys, Vaughns, Frickes, Prybylskis, Morgans, Valentines, Walkers, Millers,
Gates, Astons, Blairs, Grays, Townshends, Webbs, Pearcys, Co(h)ans, Adams, Gibbs, Randolphins,
Pascals, Websters, Barclays, Heifners, Hammonds, Miltonsons, Reinbolds, Dietz, Potters, Allens,
Shephards, Carpenteres, and Saunders. Collating those names tells us unequivocally that Seale was
mostly white on his mother's side. Especially note the names Ford, Gray, and Pearcy, which you will
see link him to several others in this paper. The Traylors were originally Traillours of France, which
means Seale is related to Blaise Pascal. The Frickes comes from Magdeburg, Prussia.

Searching on Traylors in Jasper, TX, allows us to find that they were still marrying Armstromgs into the
20th century. This likely ties us to the Armstrongs of King Ranch. The Traylors in Jasper at the time of
Bobby Seale's birth look part-black, but if we go back a generation or two, they look mostly white or
Jewish. See for example James S. Runnels at Findagrave:
Also remember that Jasper is the site of a later fake: the 1998 death by dragging of James Byrd, Jr. The Wikipedia page for that event is littered with numerology markers, including the fact that there were allegedly 81 places where the police found remains of Byrd. Chai. The murderers are said to have been known white supremacists, which, like Communists, don't really exist. John King, 23, was said to have been a neo-Nazi of the Confederate Knights of America, a KKK and Aryan Brotherhood affiliate. That is enough to blow this case as a fake, since both the KKK and the AB are FBI/CIA constructs. If that isn't enough, remember that the police are said to have caught the suspects because stuff flew out of their pickup during the dragging, including a wrench that had “Berry” written on it. Also a lighter with “Possum” on it, the prison name of King. Right. These bozos are going to murder a guy, dump his headless body at a black church, and leave behind multiple calling cards?

Also note that Jasper is just a few miles from Newton, Texas. You are about to see why I mention it.

But let's back up. Merritt College in Oakland is also a red flag, since it had been connected to Berkeley—and therefore the Hearsts—back to 1924. It started out as a school for children of faculty at Berkeley. In 1960 the school was relocated to East Oakland, where it became Merritt Community College. At that time the spooks entered in force, using Merritt to push various programs of Operation Chaos, including the African American Association. Strangely, Wikipedia has no page for the AAA, and Google has never heard of it either. That is because it was never more than an FBI construct, existing mostly on paper—and in these theater productions. Same for the Soul Students' Advisory Council, which, like the later Symbionese Liberation Army, was just a silly creation of FBI scriptwriters.

Anyway, Aoki was able to “transfer” to UC Berkeley in 1966, which is very curious. Since he was by that time 28, and since Merritt was just a 2-year community college, no transfer to the exclusive Berkeley should have been possible. The biggest red flag in that story is the word “transfer”, since under no circumstances would someone transfer from Merritt to Berkeley after two years at the former. If Berkeley accepted him after graduation from Merritt, that wouldn't be a transfer. To be a transfer, he would have had to have gone mid-year from Merritt to Berkeley. But why would Berkeley take a 28-year-old mid-year from a community college? Aoki allegedly graduated on-time (two years later) from
Berkeley with a degree in sociology. He got a masters two years later, at age 32.

Also most curious is that Aoki transferred to Berkeley in the same month the Black Panthers were founded. Almost as if that were his reward for his place in the project. Aoki's FBI codename was Richard Ford. Second time we have seen that name, and it won't be the last.

So Wikipedia now admits that one of the founding members of the Black Panthers was FBI. But if you ask for clarification on that by searching Google, you only find more misdirection. Both Seth Rosenfeld and even more the writers at Jacobin, Aaron Leonard and Conor Gallagher, try to spin the story by making us believe Aoki had simply infiltrated the Panthers at the behest of the FBI. Since Rosenfeld is Jewish, Leonard is Jewish, and other writers at Jacobin are Jewish, we should be on the alert for the usual conjob. What they are spinning you away from should be obvious on the face of it: if Aoki was FBI and was a founder of the Black Panthers, the simplest and most straightforward reading of this is that the Black Panthers were created by the FBI, as a form of opposition control. These writers want us to believe Aoki had fooled Seale and Newton, but why assume that? Why not assume Seale and Newton were also FBI hires? All we have to do is drop the word “informant”, since no one was informing on anyone here. No spying was being done, only acting. These people were all fellow actors, from the FBI theatrical division. And yes, the FBI is known to have had a theatrical division. See the book Acid Dreams and Hoover University. This is where FBI agents were trained to be fake hippies, leftists, and revolutionaries of all colors.

Remember, J. Edgar Hoover called the Black Panthers “the most dangerous threat to the internal security of the country”. Really? These bozos like Seale and Newton were the greatest threat to the US domestically? Conveniently, this allowed the FBI to dip liberally into the treasury, spending millions of dollars and hiring hundreds of fake agents to respond to the Panthers.

Now let's look at Huey Percy Newton. The name is already a huge red flag, as is his picture:
Only quarter-black, if that. And he has a lot of names from the peerage. Think Sir Isaac Newton and the Percys, Dukes of Northumberland. We are told he was named for Huey Long, but that is ridiculous. No black people would name their son for that fat bastard. His real name was probably Hugh (or Hubert) Percy Newton, which is an even bigger red flag. No illiterate son of a black sharecropper is named Hugh Percy Newton. Newton's mother is scrubbed at Geni, and we aren't told her parents. Even poor sharecroppers know the names of their grandparents. Newton was famous for two decades, but no one ever thought to ask him who his grandparents were? There is a Walter Asahel Newton from Montreal in the peerage, of the right age to be this Walter Newton, father of Huey. Furthermore, he is scrubbed there, being given no wife or parents. Did Huey have any links to Montreal? Well, the Panthers did, since when Eldridge Cleaver fled San Francisco in 1968, where did he go? Montreal. Why Montreal? Wouldn't it have been quicker to flee to Vancouver? Or Tijuana? The Panthers also headlined the Hemispheric Conference in Montreal in 1968. Below we will see that Malcolm X had roots in Montreal. Also see the book *All Roads Led to Montreal: Black Power, the Caribbean, and the Black Radical Tradition in Canada*, where you will see that Montreal was one of the centers of these movements.

It is also worth mentioning that several of the Dukes of Northumberland were named Hugh Percy, including the 10th Duke, who became Duke in 1940 and was still Duke in 1988. His sister married John Sutherland Egerton, 6th Duke of Sutherland. We will see the Egertons again below, in the ancestry of Malcolm X. The son of the 8th Duke of Northumberland was Lord Richard Percy, who married Sarah Norton, of the Manor House, Northumberland. Her father is scrubbed at thepeerage. His second wife was a Campbell, daughter of an Anstruther-Gray. Which is strange, because, again, we will see that Malcolm X was both a Norton and a Gray. The 10th Duke Percy married a Scott, of the Dukes of Buccleuch. And the sister of the 8th Duke Scott married Clare Hervey-Bathurst, which not only links us to the Hearsts again, but it links us to the Herveys, who we are about to see below. Turns out Wallace Fard Muhammad, founder of Nation of Islam, may have been a Scott and a Hervey through his usually scrubbed middle name: Dodd. Anyway, these Scotts, Dukes of Buccleuch, also link us to King George V, since George's son Henry married another sister of the 8th Duke. We also link to the Molyneux, Somersets, Beresfords, Cecils, Douglases, Russells, Hamiltons, Phillips, Montagus, Drummonds, and everyone else. So that's who the Percys are.

If we check on the recent Newtons of the peerage, we find them closely related to the Foxes. See George Douglas Cochrane Newton, 1st Baron Eltisley, whose daughter married Sir Gifford Grey Fox, 2nd Baronet. Once again, this links us to one of the major players here, Elijah Muhammad, whom we will see below. He took over Nation of Islam in 1934. He may have been a Fox through his real name Poole.

But do the Newtons link us to the Percys, telling us something about Huey Percy Newton? Possibly. See Henry Alfred Newton of the peerage, who married Mary Hamilton in 1901. These Hamiltons take us quickly to the Percys, since Mary's great-uncle, the Master of Belhaven, married a Cochrane. The Hamiltons, Cochranes, Scotts, Egertons and Percys are one big family. Since Hugh Percy became Duke of Northumberland in 1940, and Huey Percy Newton was born in 1942, it is quite possible he was named for the Duke, who was a cousin. You will say that is a stretch, but it is nothing compared to the stretch required to believe the Black Panther story.

Newton's first wife was named Gwendoline Fontaine—another snooty upperclass name. She is also very light skinned and small featured, indicating she is less than half-black.
Those po' chillin' of sharecroppers! Was Fontaine just a stagename, or was Gwen related to the Fontaines of Canada and Virginia?

We are told Newton graduated from high school without being able to read. Right. But he soon taught himself, we are assured. The first book he read? The Pokey Little Puppy? Nope. Plato's The Republic. Oivay, the crap they expect you to believe. It was that or Derrida's On Grammatologie, I guess. And remember, The Republic is the go-to fib in the writing classes at Langley. When they asked Dan Quayle what his favorite book was in the Vice-Presidential debate, he said The Republic. If either Huey Newton or Dan Quayle ever read The Republic, I will eat the book with a side of beans.

Despite being illiterate at 18, Newton somehow got accepted to a college. Actually many colleges, including Merritt, UC Santa Cruz and San Francisco Law School. He eventually got a PhD. Not many guys who are illiterate at 18 go on to get PhDs. In his early twenties, he moved on from Plato to Lenin, Marx, Mao, and Che Guevara. Four people there, four towering red flags. And not because they are Communists, but because they are fake Communists. And Intelligence assets. Except for Mao, I have hit them all before. They are all from wealthy families and Jewish lines, and they have been part of the great project of misdirection.

Also remember that I have previously outed UC Santa Cruz as a spook college, along with Evergreen, Marlboro, Naropa, Bennington, Hampshire, and others. These are all CIA front colleges, pushing various agendas. Of course that could be said of all colleges and universities now, but these small colleges lead the pack, since they are CIA and little else.

For the next stupid story, we get the murder of police officer John Frey. [As in Glenn Frey of the
peerage Freys, formerly Freyberg-Einsenberg-Allmendigens of Germany, related to the Beresfords, Knoxes, Morgans, Hamiltons, and Fords? Also related to the Hohenlohes, Furstenbergs, Lowensteins, etc. linking to Kings of Prussia, Russia, England, Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Austria, Netherlands, Belgium, and Poland? Although a second officer was present as backup and witness, no gun of either Newton or Frey was found or presented in court. Newton was supposed to have shot Frey with Frey's own gun, but it was conveniently lost. At first, Newton was convicted of voluntary manslaughter and sentenced to 2 to 15 years. Two years for killing a cop? But it got even stupider, when the conviction was reversed on appeal. Two trials then ended in hung juries, and the State decided not to pursue a fourth trial. So we are supposed to believe Newton killed a cop and walked. I don't, how about you? I believe the whole event and trial was another fake, like the OJ Simpson fake.

Next we are told Newton was invited to visit China. We aren't told who invited him or why, but it is clear what this event was about. He was mobbed by Chinese people carrying signs that said something like, "we support the American people but the Nixon imperialist regime must be overthrown". This did not go over well in the US, because it was not meant to. The Black Panthers were blackwashing themselves on purpose, you see. The whole point of the organization was to make black leadership look like a bunch of Communists, murderers, and atheists. This would guarantee the mainstream—either black or white—would never accept them. We saw the same thing from Marx a hundred years earlier, when he was blackwashing the Republican movements of that century by diverting them into atheism, foreign influence, and manufactured violence.

In 1974, Newton allegedly shot to death a 17-year-old girl on the streets, just for calling him “baby”. He fled to Cuba but returned in 1977 to stand trial. We are told the Panthers tried to assassinate a witness at that time. But check out the names in this story: the witness' name was Crystal Gray. We will see that name several more times below. Malcolm X was a Gray, and the Grays are related to the Percys, Hamiltons, Scotts, etc. One of the Panther assassins was named Flores Forbes. Really? Forbes? Why not Rockefeller? That would be only a little more obvious. Anyway, Crystal Gray declined to testify and the prosecution allegedly fell apart. Two more trials led to hung juries, and Newton again walked. Of course this was another theater project, both the event and the trials being staged, but they did their job: making the Panthers look like vicious killers.

In 1989 Newton's own death was faked, I guess to give him a final exit from the project. Or to sell t-shirts and coffee mugs, I don't know. His FBI writers landed a parting joke on him by having him murdered in the Oakland neighborhood of Lower Bottoms. It was that or the neighborhood of Drop-Trou. His murderer, Tyrone Robinson, was supposed to be from the Black Guerrilla Family, an organized crime group out of San Quentin behind the local drug trade. Is it possible anyone misses the joke here? The FBI writers are calling blacks gorillas and we aren't supposed to notice? Like the Aryan Brotherhood, the Weather Underground, the Mexican Mafia, the Gulf Cartel, the Symbionese Liberation Army, and all the rest, this is another fake group, created by Intel and existing mostly on paper. How am I having to tell anyone this? The FBI writers are calling blacks gorillas and we aren't supposed to notice? Like the Aryan Brotherhood, the Weather Underground, the Mexican Mafia, the Gulf Cartel, the Symbionese Liberation Army, and all the rest, this is another fake group, created by Intel and existing mostly on paper. How am I having to tell anyone this? Does anyone really believe the drug trade and other parts of organized crime are run by black folks in jail? C'mon! All crime at all levels is run by the same people that run everything else, and it isn't poor blacks in jail. It isn't poor Mexicans, Latinos, Colombians, or white-trash southerners, either. The amount of money in drugs and crime is stupendous, so look at the billionaires and trillionaires. It's the Phoenicians, as usual.

The Black Panthers were just a spin-off and continuation of Malcolm X and Nation of Islam, which were also manufactured by the FBI/CIA. Nation of Islam was founded in 1930 by Wallace Fard Muhammad, real name Wallace D. Fard, probably a slur of Wallace Ford.
Yes, there is the guy who founded Nation of Islam. Is he black at all? No, more likely Jewish, since they admit he sold silks door to door in Detroit at the beginning of his project, telling his black customers they came from Africa. As he did this, he denounced whites. Sounds like a promoter of race wars, eh? Although he started out reading and quoting from the Bible, he soon switched his audience over to the Quran. This means he had been instructed to join his race-war project with the old Theosophy project to undermine Christianity. And here again, we get links to the Japanese. Fard was reported to be connected to the Japanese Army, and is said to have ties to Japanese agent Satoshi Takahashi. Right. That reminds us of the mythical founder of Bitcoin, Satoshi Nakamoto. Satoshi means “Intelligence”, and Satoshi is just a variant of that. In fact, they slur the name several ways to throw you off, and though the first name is given as Satoshi on Fard's Wiki page, it is given as Satokata on other pages. Takahashi means “high bridge”. At any rate, this is all another ruse, and there was no Satoshi or Black Dragon group. When the crypto-Jewish agent Mimo de Guzman said that Satoshi was behind the Onward Movement of America and other movements, he was simply telling us in code that Intelligence was behind it.

Note that Wallace Fard/Ford's names are once again a big red flag. Both Wallace and Ford are peerage names, and we can guess that his middle name is, too. What does D. stand for? Let us guess: Dallas? Dulles? Devereux? De la Warre? Darcy? Douglas? In fact, more research confirms my guesses, since the FBI later admitted Wallace Fard was really Wallace Dodd Ford. That last link takes you not to Stormfront, but to Harvard.edu. And indeed, Dodd is a big peerage name, with about 200 entries. They are baronets, related to the Crichtons, Parkhursts (Hearsts), Jordans, Herveys, and Scotts.

Also see above, where Richard Aoki's FBI codename was Richard Ford. Coincidence? Not a chance.

In that Harvard paper, we find more good information, spun poorly by author and PhD candidate Patrick Bowen. Note his surname, before we move on. We have seen it in these hoaxes as well. The Bowens are related to the Newtons in the peerage, by the way. See Walter Newton who married Anne Jocelyn, daughter of Thomasine Bowen, in 1817. So this PhD student appears to be continuing the conjob for his families. Bowen tells us of Ford's mentor Lucius Lehman, aka Luther Lamar, aka Lucius Lenon, a man who was at least part black, and from an elite background. Notice that he chose several
Jewish peerage names there. Why would a black man give himself a Jewish alias? Lucius appears in several newspaper reports in the 1890s, and in one he acted as his own attorney. He was so erudite he shocked the courtroom, and he admitted he had a white British grandfather and had been educated for diplomatic service in London. The Los Angeles Times called him the “colored genius”. Although most of his stories are suspect, we may assume Lucius was some sort of Intelligence asset, working a variety of projects. In 1910 Lucius was convicted of murder and allegedly given life in San Quentin. My guess is he was never there, but was convicted to make blacks look like murderers. By the 1920s he was called in for the next project, which was to switch the control of the negro movement away from Marcus Garvey and the back-to-Africa push and toward Islamization of the black communities. This was a subset of the wider Theosophy project to detooth Christianity. [A secondary goal of this switch was to punish Garvey, who had gotten “uppity”. Always being from wealth and gaining ever more power, Garvey failed to follow orders. An aristocratic black man, he was old school, and by 1920 the new school was arising.] Plus, it was found that black communities were some of the strongest defenders of Christianity. As they quickly gained in numbers in places like Los Angeles and San Francisco in the early decades of the 20th century, they had to be specifically targeted by the Theosophy project. But since they wouldn't respond to Buddhism or Hinduism, it was decided to target them with Islam instead.

While we are on Garvey, we know he was a fake with only one fact: he collaborated with the KKK. Since he had to know the KKK was a construct of US Intelligence, Garvey himself had to also be a construct.

The timing of the switch from old school to new school is also informative, since this is when Hoover arrived on the scene. He took over the Bureau of Investigation in 1924, and that is when the move away from Garvey began. In fact, it began two years earlier when Hoover was still head of the Justice Department. That was when Garvey was arrested on trumped up charges of mail fraud, beginning his descent. So we see a sea-change in what I call the Black Negation Project in the 1920s, and we see Hoover was behind it. With Garvey as head of the project before 1922, they were trying to relocate blacks back to Africa. But Hoover apparently thought that blacks, properly controlled, were of more use to us here. I don't know whose idea it was to combine the Black Negation Project with the Theosophy Project, using Islam to target blacks, but in hindsight it appears to be the work of Hoover or one of his men. I won't say it was brilliant, but it has certainly created its share of chaos and destabilization.

It is suggested that Wallace Ford was a protege of Lehman in San Quentin, but more likely is that they were both working the same project for Intelligence: Lehman being the transition writer and Ford being the seller of the new cloth. Regardless, it is strange that so little can be confirmed about either man. They seem to come in on the wind and depart on a cloud, as is always the case with agents. Ford existed only from 1930 to 1934, at which time he disappeared off the face of the Earth. We may assume he was re-assigned to some other project. Lehman also disappeared into a fog after about 1925. Ford's place in the Nation of Islam was taken by Elijah Muhammad, born Elijah Robert Poole. Again, Poole is a peerage name, being of the Baronets and Barons of Algate, related to the Pelhams, Walters, Foxes, Donalds, Gilkisons, Gordons, Parker-Bowles, Morgans, and Mostyns. The Foxes take us back to LeHurst (Hearst), Shropshire. The Parker-Bowles link us forward to both Prince Charles and the Earl of Halifax.

Tim Dowling at Geneanet has a page for Elijah Poole, where we find his great-grandmother was Eliza Jordan. We just saw that above, linked to the Dodds and therefore to Wallace Dodd Ford. This tells us that Elijah Muhammad and Wallace Ford were probably related. Elijah's bio is just as absurd as any of
the others, since we are told he was arrested in DC for dodging the draft, but jumped bail and returned to Chicago. Really? And Chicago had no extradition agreement with DC? DC just let him go? We are told he was convicted of sedition and sentenced to four years in Milan, Michigan. Why there? He should have been returned to DC. Or, if convicted in Chicago, he should have served at a facility in Illinois. Chicago is not in Michigan, remember?

But let us return to Malcolm X, born Malcolm Little. One again, we see that Malcolm was light skinned and small featured, indicating much white ancestry.

We may assume the same of Denzel Washington, who played him on the big screen.

Best guess is they are cousins, since we have seen it many times: the cousin in Hollywood playing his ancestor in the history play. In fact, I took a moment to confirm it. Washington's mother is a Lowe and his middle name is Hayes, linking him to all the Presidents and all other famous people, including Rob Lowe. He also comes from the Mannings and Taylors of Virginia. These Mannings come from Kent, and you can see at Denzel's pages at Geneanet that he is a direct descendant of Geoffrey Chaucer. I searched on that, but no one has apparently ever publicized that before me. He is also related to the
Wallises, Waters, and **Brandons**, through the latter being descended from King Henry Tudor. Through him Washington is related to the Stuart Kings of Scotland. Through the Pages of Virginia, Washington is related to Jimmy Page. Through the Morses, Washington is linked to the Clarks, Perrys, Ferrers, Carters, Buckinghams and Fishers of Suffolk. The Ferrers link us to Sir John **Stanley**, a direct descendant of Denzel. The Stanleys take us back even further, through the Masseys to the Mainwarings, Talbots, Whitneys and Beauchamps to the FitzOrms and Montgomerys, who came over from France with William the Conqueror (and before).

Malcolm X's genealogy is far more scrubbed than that of Denzel Washington, for obvious reasons. But his grandparents are all known, and three of the four names are immediate red flags. **Gray, Norton, and Langdon.** The Norton was born in Scotland and the Langdon was born in Grenada, which is very odd for Nebraska blacks. Wiki has a page for Malcolm's mother Louise Langdon, but conspicuously avoids mentioning her father, telling us that line is being scrubbed. Malcolm's parents were married in Montreal, and the marriage was apparently bigamous, since his father was still married to Daisy **Mason.** The Langdons in the peerage are related to the **Egerton-Warburtons,** linking us to all the big names, including the . . Greys/Grays. Most importantly here, I would guess, is William Blackhouse Astor's sister Dorothea, who married Col. Walter Langdon in 1813. Walter's father was Hon. Woodbury Langdon, Continental Congress and wealthy merchant. Woodbury's brother John was Governor of New Hampshire, President of the US Senate, signer of the Constitution, andswearer-in of President Washington.

The Langdon House is still in Grenada, and it appears to be a four-star villa on the coast. More research takes us to this Ancestry page, where we learn that the Wiki info is garbled, probably on purpose. Wiki tells us Malcolm's mother was nee Langdon, but she was nee Norton. So it is the Norton line being scrubbed, and that is because Louise's father was white. So were three of her grandparents, telling us Malcolm X was ¾ white on his mother's side. They say that Louise's mother was Edith Langdon, but she was Gertrude Ella Langdon. Most importantly, we find Gertrude's brother named **Egerton** Langdon, confirming my peerage research above. This proves that Malcolm X is indeed descended from the peerage Langdons and Egertons, and therefore is related to the wealthy New Hampshire Langdons and through them to the Astors, including John Jacob Astor, richest man in the world until the time of Rockefeller. Wikipedia once again tries to break a link by a misspelling, giving us the name Edgerton instead of Egerton.

No Edward Norton of this age in mentioned in the peerage, but the Nortons were the Barons Rathcreedan, Oxford, related closely to the Kennedys. Also to the Ryans, Cavendishes, Kents, Wolffes, **Balls,** Ansons, and Frosts. Through the Kents, Malcolm X is related to Denzel Washington, though I am sure they are related through a much more recent link. This also links us to the Campbells, which is likely why a Norton was in Grenada. Grenada was owned by the Campbells back to 1763, when it was bought by Alexander Campbell. Remember, these Caribbean islands were sources of slaves and sugar, and the Founding Fathers of the US are known to have been involved. George Washington was a Ball, and was one of the richest men in the history of the US. We are sometimes taught (if we are taught anything) that it was due to his wife's wealth—she was a Dandridge—but this isn't true. The wealth of all these guys was due to land and even more to trade. They were agents of the East and West India Company: in other words, the new Phoenicians. So they controlled all the trade in the Western Hemisphere.

We hit Bobby Seale briefly above, but let's take a further look at him. I have mentioned him before, when I hit the Chicago Eight trials and Abbie Hoffman. I showed the trials were faked. Remember, the Judge was also a Hoffman, Julius Hoffman. Nothing to see there, right? Wikipedia drops the
The evidence against Seale was slim, as he was a last-minute replacement for activist Eldridge Cleaver and had been in Chicago for only two days of the convention.

I didn't realize you could hire a replacement for a high-profile trial! What they probably mean is that Cleaver didn't want to be a part of this stageplay, so they brought in Bobby Seale as his back-up actor or stuntman. Part of Seale's role was getting bound and gagged in the courtroom, remember? Maybe Cleaver wasn't into it. As part of this circus, Seale wasn't convicted of any of the original charges, but was given four years for contempt of court for his antics. A few months later he was taken to a second trial for a fake New Haven murder, but the jury again hung, and the State declined to continue. At the same time he was released on the contempt charges, after spending very little (or no) time in jail. We are told the government “suspended his convictions”. But the government can't just suspend convictions. He either has to be pardoned or paroled or something.

I encourage you to read closely Bobby Seale's Wikipedia page. It contains very little information and all reads like obvious fiction. What isn't fiction is that Seale has lectured on many campuses over the decades, selling this fiction to gullible young college people, who still lap it up like chocolate milk.

On the way out, I want to warn you this means that any story that mentions the Black Panthers as real is also compromised. That would include stories like that of actress Jean Seberg, who is supposed to have supported the Panthers financially.

We are told the FBI didn't like this and harassed Seberg so doggedly she suffered a miscarriage. But this is all a fairytale as well, I suppose to make the Panthers look real and make the FBI look very scary. Seberg would have known the Panthers were fellow actors, so this all falls apart. It also dooms the story of her later suicide in 1979 at age 40, which always looked fishy. Why? Because her former husband Romain Gary allegedly committed suicide about a year later. So we should ask if he was joining her in Hawaii or somewhere, like we saw with Marilyn Monroe. Gary was a Russian/French Jewish novelist and director (real name Roman Kacew), but he was also a diplomat and pilot, so he could have easily arranged anything necessary. Seberg's “fourth husband” Ahmed Hasni now looks to me like simply a facilitator of the fraud and agent, since it is he who sold all of Seberg's belongings after her faked death. No doubt he passed the money on to her in hiding. Although he and Seberg were never married (she was already married at the time to Dennis Berry), obviously he needed to say
they were in order to have the legal right to sell her stuff. Given that they weren't married, his taking possession of all her things, including her apartment, should have been seen by Paris police as either theft or murder. But since this was never a question, we may assume the authorities in France knew what was going on and were paid to look the other way. Since it was a faked death of a connected celebrity and not a murder, this was easy for them to do.